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covered up with earth when full and never emptied until
its contents have completely decomposed.
The bored-hole is disliked by some health experts for fear
of its contaminating the water supply, and for the farmer
it means the loss of the whole of the urine and most of the
rest of its contents. They are probably safe when the subsoil
water is twenty-five feet below ground level and there are no
wells or pumps within a hundred feet. The quail pit attempts
to meet these objections but here flies and stench are
sometimes a trouble. None of these three kinds of latrines
requires any servicing that cannot be done by the users
themselves. The top and squatting place of the bored-hole
and the quail pit must be raised to keep out rain water,
and of course must be kept clean. If much water gets into
the quail pit, it may need a bucket full of horse-dung to
prevent it giving offence. Squatting-slabs1 must be care-
fully designed. They should be made of reinforced concrete
well sloped towards the centre with a raised bit each side
of the hole to show where the feet should be placed. The
hole should not be too wide, but at least fifteen inches from
front to back for adults, and well cut back underneath to
prevent it being fouled. A bar across the centre will give
confidence to children.3
3. Wells. So much for the main part of cleanliness.
A great deal, however, both of comfort and cleanliness
depends upon two other things, wells and ponds. There is
no reason why the villager should not get pure water, but
he very rarely does, because for want of simple precautions
1	See p. 288.
2	In Hoshiarpur District, through the initiative of the District
Medical Officer of Health—Rai Sahib Dr Harnath Singh—all manner
of village necessities, such as wall and roof ventilators, drain pipes,
latrine squats, etc., are made in cement concrete at extremely cheap
prices.    See p. 290.

